


FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AND
ELECTORAL REVOLUTIONS

Valerie J. Bunce and Sharon L. Wolchik

From 1996 to 2005, a second wave of democratization rolled across
the region comprising the 27 states of East-Central Europe, the Balkans,
and the former Soviet Union. This wave was just as regionwide in scope
and just as powerful in its democratizing effects as the first wave that
occurred during the years from 1988 to 1992. The first wave came in
response to Mikhail Gorbachev’s reforms, outbreaks of mass protests,
and the dissolution of communist-party hegemony and the Yugoslav,
Soviet, and Czechoslovak states.1 It brought democratization to Po-
land, Hungary, what was then Czechoslovakia, Slovenia, and the Baltic
States. The second round of democratization began in Bulgaria and
Romania and then moved on to Slovakia, Croatia, Serbia-Montenegro,
Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan. In each of these cases, the political
turning point was an election that led to the defeat of illiberal political
forces and a victory for the liberal opposition.

This was a wave of electoral revolutions that shared certain charac-
teristics across cases: 1) the conscious deployment of an electoral model
of democratization; 2) an upsurge in mass participation, not just in
elections, but also in the streets before and sometimes after the elec-
tions; 3) a major turnover in governments, sometimes to the point of
regime change as in Serbia-Montenegro and Croatia; and 4) significant
improvement in democratic performance after the election. Like the
first round of democratization in this region, moreover, the second
round testified to the power of diffusion effects. It was not just that the
earlier cases illustrated to others in the region that the electoral model
could work; it was also that “graduates” of the earlier cases provided
direct assistance to liberal activists elsewhere in their postcommunist
neighborhood.
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In some ways, these electoral revolutions have been consistent with
global patterns. They have built upon a model of democratization that
has been used successfully in electoral autocracies in other parts of the
world—for example, in the Philippines, Chile, Nicaragua, Indonesia,
Peru, and Mexico. In all these cases, the goal has been the same: to
transform rigged electoral rituals into fair elections, thereby facilitating
a transition from an illiberal to a more liberal government. The tools
used have also been the same: 1) formation of a unified opposition; 2)
efforts to increase voter registration and turnout and to improve the
quality of voter lists; 3) efforts to focus campaign debate on the costs of
the incumbent regime and the benefits of participation to opposition
members and citizens at large; 4) utilization of international and do-
mestic election monitoring as well as the media and public-opinion
polls, where possible; and 5) preparations for public protests if incum-
bents or their anointed successors try to steal the election.

This second wave of democratization in the postcommunist region
also conforms to some of the large-scale patterns characteristic of the
global “third wave” of democratization. In the world as a whole as in the
postcommunist area, democratization seems to have diffused within
regions, and countries that have acquired some democratic features have
tended to improve their democratic credentials over time. Mass engage-
ment in democratization has also been critical to both the founding and
consolidation of democracy in the postcommunist region, as it has been
elsewhere.2

These similarities aside, the second postcommunist wave displays
distinctive and sometimes even puzzling features. A survey of Freedom
House (FH) political-rights and civil-liberties scores for this region since
the first round of democratization from 1989 to 1992 suggests that the
primary source of improvement in democratic performance has been
one type of event—namely, an electoral revolution. Moreover, since
the early 1990s the only countries in the world that have jumped straight
from the Not Free to the Free category in the FH rankings are Croatia
and Serbia-Montenegro, each of which made its dramatic leap follow-
ing pivotal elections in 2000. Then too, the countries in the region that
did not emerge as full-scale democracies in the early 1990s, and that
have not experienced dramatic electoral shifts since, have generally
followed one of two political trajectories. Either they have been stuck
at Partly Free (for example, Albania, Armenia, Macedonia, and Moldova)
or Not Free (for example, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan), or
they have slid back toward authoritarianism (Azerbaijan, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, and Russia).3

Just as perplexing is the sheer frequency of electoral revolutions in
this region. Since 1996, pivotal elections that have either enhanced or
introduced democracy have taken place in eight countries, or 40 per-
cent of the twenty postcommunist countries that remained eligible for
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such revolutions in the wake of the first wave (democratic polities had
already emerged in seven countries between 1989 and 1992). This per-
centage would be even higher if we left out the two countries (Uzbekistan
and Turkmenistan) that refuse to allow any legal opposition to compete
for power, while leaving on the “still-eligible” list the four countries
where serious protests broke out in response to incumbents’ claims of
electoral victory in fraudulent elections but then fell short of changing
the results or the system.4

The distinctive character of the electoral model in the postcommunist
area becomes even more noticeable when we consider other regions.
One can contrast the recent failed protests over fraudulent elections in
Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, and Côte d’Ivoire with the electoral victories en-
joyed by united democratic oppositions in Slovakia in 1998 and Croatia
in 2000, and with the successful protests over fraudulent elections in
Serbia in 2000, Georgia in 2003, Ukraine in 2004, and Kyrgyzstan in
2005 (though how successful in the last case is still unclear).5 Moreover,
a recent study seeking to explain why some liberalizing elections have
occurred in electoral autocracies from 1990 to 2002 provides evidence
of just how far the postcommunist region has exceeded sub-Saharan
Africa in both the frequency and success rate of attempts to transform
rigged elections into political turnovers.6 Applying that study’s defini-
tion of elections that allow for the possibility of turnover and updating
the data to 2005, we find that 7 of 20 elections (or 35 percent) have
brought more liberal-democratic forces to power in the postcommunist
region while the comparable figure for sub-Saharan Africa is only 4 of
18 (or 22 percent).7 If we include the March 2006 elections in Belarus,
where efforts to use the elections to create a movement to oust the Lukash-
enka regime were unsuccessful, the percentage of successes in the
postcommunist region falls slightly, to 30 percent. Still, it is clear that
electoral revolutions have been significantly more frequent and more
successful in the postcommunist world.

Why the Postcommunist Region?

The postcommunist region, in short, has emerged as the primary site
for democratization through electoral revolutions. Why is this so? Sim-
ply put, what we find in the postcommunist region is an interaction
between favorable domestic conditions and international support. In
this region as in others, the success of electoral revolutions ultimately
depends on domestic factors, including the imagination, courage, and
organizational abilities of democratic activists and democratically ori-
ented political leaders, as well as the weaknesses and actions of authori-
tarian regimes. In turn, however, these domestic conditions have led the
international democracy-assistance community to make this region a
major priority, and these outside actors have influenced the ability of
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activists within postcommunist countries to develop and implement
successful strategies to apply the electoral model.

It is customary to observe that the legacies of the communist experi-
ence as well as postcommunist political
and economic dynamics have served as
brakes on democratization.8 It is true that
many of the countries in this region lack
robust democratic traditions and that com-
munist dictatorships were unusually in-
vasive and thereby harmful to the devel-
opment of civil society. The simultaneous
transition to capitalism also imposed
stresses on the democratic project (though
largely where the collapse of communism

produced polarized politics). Yet when it comes to democratization, the
postcommunist area brings to the table some distinctive assets, both
political and social. Moreover, despite the desires of many postcommu-
nist leaders to integrate their countries into European and Euro-Atlan-
tic institutions and the success of some in achieving this goal, the post-
communist countries share distinctive traits that continue to define them
as a region. While these similarities are less prevalent than those that
existed under communism, they are still important.

One of the distinctive features of political life in the postcommunist
world is the absence of a tradition of a politicized military. The subordi-
nation of the military to civilian authorities stands in direct contrast to
the situations in Latin America, much of sub-Saharan Africa, and south-
ern Europe. In short, electoral outcomes determine political outcomes
in the postcommunist area far more than in many other regions—a dy-
namic that also explains in part why there is such a strong correlation
across both waves of democratization in this region between the elec-
toral performance of the liberal opposition and subsequent democratic
performance.9 When liberal oppositions win elections, democratization
follows. When power is shared or divided, however, not only democra-
tization but even economic reform and performance suffer considerably.
In the postcommunist region, breaking with rather than bridging to the
past is by far the more effective democratization strategy.

Another political asset in postcommunist countries is long experi-
ence with elections in general and fraudulent elections in particular. As
studies of communist systems suggested many years ago, elections in
these contexts involved considerable mass mobilization. Although the
communist party determined outcomes, the election process as a whole
nevertheless taught people to link regime legitimacy with the act of
voting and to use elections not just to assess the quality of regime
performance with respect to service delivery, but also to make demands
for specific changes in public policy—demands that were facilitated by

Electoral outcomes
determine political
outcomes in the
postcommunist area
far more than in many
other regions.
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one-on-one discussions between citizens and election canvassers (who
were often local party activists) in preparation for the elections.10 While
communist elections usually did not involve choice (though there were
some experiments with multicandidate elections in several of these coun-
tries in the 1950s, and competition between party-approved candidates
was introduced in Hungary in 1985), they did advertise the gap between
“socialist democracy” and Western democracy, albeit not in ways that
the communist regimes intended. Elections also contributed to the clear
distinction in the public mind between “us” and “them,” which was
vital for mobilization when the regime weakened, whether during com-
munism or after. “Rigged rituals” though they were, communist-era
elections still carried important lessons about politics, policy, and pro-
test. After communism collapsed, such lessons became relevant, as regular
elections continued, new versions of rigged rituals appeared, and it be-
came easier to focus on specific individuals who could be held
responsible for political and economic disappointments.

The communist legacy is also distinctive with respect to the very
high levels of education enjoyed by peoples across the entire region.
The familiar international pattern of a strong relationship between the
level of economic development and average educational attainment (as
measured by years of schooling per citizen) does not hold in the
postcommunist world. Instead, levels of education are high across the
board in the postcommunist region, particularly compared to other world
regions. This difference is particularly striking given the unusually large
differences across this region in per-capita income (PCI). These differ-
ences testify to the impact of state dissolution (which was accompanied
in some cases by internal wars, but which in all cases highlighted sig-
nificant differences within the region’s ethnofederal states) and to
significant differences in economic performance across countries since
their transitions began.

Some brief examples highlight the distinctiveness of educational pat-
terns in the postcommunist world.11 First, the three most educated
populations in the world (as measured by mean years of education) live
in the United States, Canada, and Russia. Second, the total mean years of
education in the postcommunist region is 10.66; it is 3.0 in sub-Saharan
Africa, and 5.26 in Latin America. Third, although Mexico and Russia
are roughly equal in PCI (as measured at purchasing-power parity), the
mean number of years of education in Russia is 13.7, compared to slightly
more than half that in Mexico. Finally, the contrast between the
postcommunist region and Latin America is even sharper when we focus
on the poorest countries in these regions: Tajikistan (PCI US$1,150)
features a mean of 11.6 years of education, whereas in Haiti (PCI
US$1,680) the comparable figure is 3.93 years.

High levels of education, especially where they are regionwide, are
helpful to democracy in general. They make the postcommunist region
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an attractive focus for democracy promoters, and they encourage the
spread of electoral revolutions. All else being equal, education facili-
tates citizen access to information and provides support for the
development of a rich civil society (which is one reason why there has
been a significant growth over time in the number and quality of non-
governmental organizations throughout this region).12 Education also
tends to correlate with support for civil liberties and political rights. A
relatively egalitarian educational structure facilitates the development
of a dense web of political networks independent of the state. Educated
citizens are more capable of identifying their interests and organizing
themselves, and are in a better position to participate in the complex
work of electoral revolutions, such as registering to vote, following
campaigns, and participating in both elections and protests. At the same
time, it is far easier in such contexts for international democracy pro-
moters to identify local collaborators. It is also far easier for electoral
challenges to illiberal rule to diffuse across states when there are high
levels of education in neighboring countries, and when citizens in
neighboring countries share a common political and economic past.

Diffusion Dynamics

The communist region was unusually “regional”: Communist regimes
shared the same structure, with common goals, mutual enemies, and a
very high level of political, economic, and military integration. These
features had the effect of forging a regional environment unusually prone
to the cross-national transmission of party weakness and strength, the
quality of economic performance, and popular compliance or public
protests. It was far from accidental that leadership splits and succession
struggles in Moscow led to protests both within the USSR and in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe. Protests and reform efforts in communist-ruled
Central and Eastern Europe—as in 1953, 1956, 1967 to 1968, 1970,
1976, and 1980—tended to take similar forms, embrace similar agendas,
use similar techniques, and spread as a “package” from one country to
the next. The protests that started the Soviet Union’s unraveling during
the Gorbachev era spread from republic to republic within that country
(as they had in both Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia during and at the
end of communism), as well as to Central and Eastern Europe.13

Three things were crucial to regional support for diffusion dynamics.
The first was a pattern of declining violence on the part of elites facing
popular protests. This decline can be glimpsed by comparing the Soviet
Union’s reaction to the 1956 Hungarian Revolution or the August 1968
Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia with the lack of any direct
Soviet intervention in Poland after Solidarity emerged in 1980. With
the regional enforcer signaling less will to use force, mass publics had a
wider opportunity to express their political concerns through peaceful
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protest—an opportunity that they seized in 1989. A second defining
aspect was the growth during the communist period of both the cross-
national diffusion of ideas and techniques and the establishment of
cross-national contacts among dissident groups. Both were in clear evi-
dence in the linkages between the Prague Spring and developments in
Ukrainian politics in the late 1960s, between Solidarity and the politics
of the Baltic states, and, more generally, in the role of Polish, Hungar-
ian, Czech, and Yugoslav dissidents as regional disseminators of various
models of political resistance. The third crucial aspect was the realiza-
tion by challengers to the existing order that they could learn a great
deal from events in other countries ruled by communist regimes. Be-
cause of a belief that communism had created similar opportunities and
constraints, dissidents, political incumbents, and citizens in general all
believed that what happened in one country in the region could happen
in others. This situation sowed ongoing fear among the Soviet leader-
ship, fear that we can see living on in the anxieties about the “electoral
virus” that Russia’s President Vladimir Putin shares with his allies in
Belarus, Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan.

This assumption of similarity and the perceived potential for import-
ing developments from the “near abroad” is yet another distinctive
feature of the communist and postcommunist world. In regions such as
Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, dictatorships as well as eco-
nomic and social systems varied far more, and as a result there was a
strong belief that each country was distinct. In the postcommunist world,
however, the belief in similarity remained strong even after communism
failed, given the similar assets and liabilities across these states and
their similar transition agendas. The precedent of rapid and successful
transitions to democracy and capitalism in some of the region’s states
also encouraged continuity in regional mentalities, thereby facilitating
the spread of electoral revolutions.

Participants in second-wave postcommunist electoral revolutions
consistently told us in interviews that they believed successful cases of
transition anywhere in the postcommunist region to be highly relevant
to their own respective countries.14 These activists found it important
that others in the region had used elections to bring down dictators and
that the political contexts in which these electoral revolutions took
place were similar to their own: regimes that the first wave had missed
and where authoritarian rulers had stayed in power, but in which there
nonetheless remained some chance for change through regular and at
least formally competitive elections. The conviction that liberal oppo-
sitionists could benefit from working closely with “graduates” of nearby
electoral revolutions who could provide ideas, strategies, and prece-
dents for change was also of value to them. The longer-term expansion
of postcommunist civil society fueled the process, as did experiences
gleaned from previous rounds of protest (not just in the first wave, but
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also thereafter in most of the sites of the electoral revolutions); gaps left
open by illiberal incumbents who had become too confident, corrupt,
and careless; and the optimism, hard work, courage, and creativity of
local citizens and opposition activists.

Electoral revolutions were the product of such activists, aided by the
international democracy-promotion community. Yet many elements of
the second wave of democratization from 1996 to 2006 also built upon
the experiences of both the communist past and the transition from
communism. The Slovaks drew help from Bulgarians and Romanians,
who had themselves been influenced by Serbia’s remarkable protests in
1996 and 1997; Slovak activists in turn helped their Croatian and Serbian
counterparts in 2000. Graduates of the Serbian election of 2000 assisted
the Georgians in their 2003 showdown with Eduard Shevardnadze. Fi-
nally, Serbs and Georgians, along with Slovaks, Poles, and Czechs,
contributed to the eventual victory of Viktor Yushchenko over Viktor
Yanukovych in the Ukrainian presidential contest of late 2004.

International Donor Support

Donors have made the postcommunist countries a priority, and in-
ternational funding has poured in. A recent study of U.S. democracy-
promotion efforts evaluated democracy assistance given by the U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID) in 120 countries from
1990 to 2003.15 A close look at these data reveals that the postcommunist
region stands out as a clear priority for USAID with respect to democ-
racy assistance in general; there is also some evidence that electoral
assistance may account for a higher proportion of total support in the
postcommunist region than in other regions, such as Latin America. If
we compare the number of states that are in theory available for such
aid by the standards used in this study and the actual receipt of such
aid from 1990 to 2003, we find that only in the postcommunist region
has every qualifying state received USAID assistance. By contrast, in
Asia the number is 17 of 25; in Africa 39 of 48; and in Latin America
and the Caribbean, 22 of 31.16 The average duration of assistance has
also been longer in the postcommunist region (as well as in Latin
America and the Caribbean) than in sub-Saharan Africa.17 While Latin
America and the Caribbean as a whole are favored as a percentage of all
USAID democracy aid during this period, the postcommunist region
emerges as the leading regional recipient if we combine Central Eu-
rope, the Balkans, and the Soviet successor states into a single cat-
egory. The concentration of assistance in these states is even more
pronounced if we take into account the number of countries in each
region and the relative size of the regional populations.18

USAID has not been alone in providing funding to the postcommu-
nist region. From 1990 to 2003, this region also received considerably
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more funding than any other from the nongovernmental National En-
dowment for Democracy. There are no available data for the support
provided by the Open Society Institute (OSI), but it is safe to guess that
most of this funding, until recently, has concentrated on the postcom-
munist region. The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Eu-
rope (OSCE) and the European Union have also provided financial
support, some of which involves democracy assistance. Some of this
funding has gone to the new members who joined the EU in 2004 (the
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia,
and Slovenia) and to countries that currently have accession agree-
ments or are close to signing them (Bulgaria and Romania in the first
instance, Croatia in the second). The OSCE and the EU have also given
financial support to a large number of other states in the region that do
not fit into these categories, providing assistance through various part-
nerships, cooperation and association agreements, and soon the Euro-
pean Neighborhood Instrument.19 A recent study of European political
foundations indicates that their primary focus has been on elections
and political-party development, with 25 percent of their expenditures
going to the postcommunist region; 21 percent to Central and South
America; 20 percent to Asia and sub-Saharan Africa; and 14 percent to
North Africa and the Middle East.20

Why has the postcommunist region received such favorable treat-
ment compared to other regions with regard to democracy assistance?
Does this pattern reflect habits dating from the Cold War, national inter-
ests, or more opportunities to make a difference? Habits and interests
certainly play a role. During the Cold War, a sizeable percentage of
personnel in the U.S. State Department and the CIA specialized in the
Soviet Union and Central and Eastern Europe, and if for no other reason
than the familiar one of organizational inertia, such regional priorities
are likely to prove persistent (although recent efforts to redirect person-
nel and resources to the Middle East may portend further changes in this
respect). Moreover, one can note that an unusual number of states in the
postcommunist region are well-positioned to appeal to U.S. and Euro-
pean economic and security interests. Many of these states border “West-
ern” Europe, the EU, or such strategically important states as Afghanistan,
China, Iran, North Korea, and Turkey. A number of the postcommunist
states have either significant oil and gas deposits or, as with Ukraine
and Georgia, pipelines that deliver oil and gas to Western consumers.
Finally, there is Russia: Dominant in the region, it possesses nuclear
weapons, assists in the war on terror, has substantial oil and gas endow-
ments, and wields influence because of its continued involvement with
its “near abroad” and its proximity to strategically important countries.

Due to factors already noted, the international democracy-assistance
community also has excellent reasons to expect that its influence on
democratic development will be greater in the postcommunist region
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than in other parts of the world. Donors tend to focus on countries where
there are reasonable prospects for positive impact.21 Democracy assis-
tance is more likely to bear fruit in states that 1) have kept one foot in
the democratic door, perhaps by holding regular and at least somewhat
competitive elections; 2) have parties and a developed civil society that
can act as local allies for democratization efforts; 3) exhibit short-term
democratization-friendly trends such as increasingly competitive local
elections, popular protests, vigorous legislatures and courts, coopera-
tion among opposition groups, and popular opposition leaders; and 4)
share borders with states that are both democratic and similar to them.

Many states in the postcommunist region fit this description unusu-
ally well. It is helpful to remember that, while the collapse of the commu-
nist order from 1988 to 1992 produced at least some rapidly institution-
alizing democracies, the kinds of regimes found bobbing in communism’s
wake were more likely to be fragile democracies or hybrids of democracy
and dictatorship. In weak and hybrid democracies alike, elections were
regularly held, but they were sometimes stolen and sometimes really won
by the communists or their successors because they were more cohesive
than the opposition. In either case, a tension was created between democ-
racy and dictatorship that opened the window for democratization.22 These
initial patterns of postcommunist regime change suggested to both inter-
national democracy promoters and their local allies that democracy could
develop after communism and that there was good reason to expect that
democracy would spread throughout the region.

The democracy-promotion community also recognized the utility of
the electoral model of democratization. This model, which drew upon
experiences outside the region, was fashioned through intense interac-
tions among local and regional democratic oppositions, ambassadors
and officials from more established democracies, and the U.S. and Euro-
pean democracy-promotion communities. Individuals involved in
democracy promotion also reasoned that, while international assistance
might matter only at the margins, there were still unusually good pros-
pects for making a positive difference in this region. In addition, by the
mid-1990s, many of these actors had come to the conclusion that a
policy of democracy promotion was preferable to the export of democ-
racy.23 This distinction highlights the critical role of building strong
partnerships with local groups that support democratic politics, rather
than force-feeding democracy to societies with highly resistant local
cultures that also lack organized and committed allies—as may be the
case when exporting democracy.24

Lessons Learned?

The electoral revolutions that have swept away illiberal governments
in the postcommunist region since 1996 reflect two sets of factors which
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are as important as they are difficult to disentangle: the favorable do-
mestic conditions for such revolutions and the role of the international
democracy-promotion community. International donors, including the
United States and the EU, made helpful investments in civil society and
supported opposition groups, the media, and others involved in the
conduct of fair elections. They also signaled their displeasure with in-
cumbents, placed pressure on them to run a more democratic ship, and
reacted quickly to attempts by illiberal groups to steal elections in the
cases of successful electoral revolutions.

It might be tempting to conclude from this analysis that the key
factor in the success of this region’s electoral revolutions was in fact the
priorities of the United States and other democracy promoters, and that
similar efforts in other regions would have similar payoffs. But this
tempting conclusion should be avoided. First, it is extremely difficult
to disentangle international and domestic influences.25 In addition, the
priorities of international donors reflected the structural advantages for
electoral revolutions and democratization that the postcommunist re-
gion provided. Donor priorities were also influenced both directly and
indirectly by the actions of leaders and citizens in the recipient coun-
tries. As the postcommunist world’s electoral revolutions illustrate,
international democracy promotion can never succeed in the absence of
domestic democracy-promotion efforts. These in turn require a regime
that allows pockets of political autonomy; a community of highly ex-
perienced activists committed to the ouster of the authoritarian leader;
and a strategy to exploit the weaknesses of the authoritarian regime and
mobilize citizen support.

Even within the region, after the successful defeat of authoritarian
leaders, stable and liberal democratic orders were created at different
speeds and with different degrees of success. It is telling in this regard
to contrast political developments in Slovakia—where the OK98 citi-
zens’ campaign successfully mobilized voters to oust Premier Vladimír
Meèiar’s government in 1998—with those in Georgia after the Rose
Revolution or in Ukraine or after the Orange Revolution. Slovakia’s
rapid and relatively smooth progress in restoring democracy and mov-
ing toward EU and NATO membership undoubtedly got a boost from
the country’s proximity to the EU and the incentives that both EU and
NATO membership provided to adopt democratic practices and eco-
nomic reforms. But the political capital and support for democracy
created by a well-developed network of nongovernmental organiza-
tions and the ties that had developed among democratic activists both
within and outside partisan politics also had an important impact on
developments after Meèiar’s ouster. Georgia and Ukraine, by contrast,
have had weak civil societies and divided, poorly organized liberal
oppositions, and thus have experienced far bumpier roads to democ-
racy. The outcome of efforts to support electoral revolutions in parts of
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the world that have less supportive structural conditions, less devel-
oped civil societies, less experienced oppositions, and less favorable
attitudes toward the West and democracy is likely to be even more
problematic and uncertain, even if these regions are given priority in
international democracy-assistance programs.
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